Keith Kusterer
‘the Lifetime of a Battery’

With You

I want to count the days with you
and know each one by heart
A sweet embrace to start each morning,
together or apart
Out from the thick and in the clear
to view the home I love
It stands to rise above all that was alone
Our home,
my love
I want to make the most with you
beating hearts as one
Riding wild the straight and narrow
Two arrows in the sun

A Folding Song?

Sitting on a trail, wasting all my time.The horse has lost its way, our rations have declined
I can feel the sun beaming down like a steam filled engine (burning red coals pound by pound)
‘round a desert without shade
I can see the sun over the town, but I don’t know the way to stand up to its blaze
Riders pass me by, my motivation’s dry.I’ve yet to sleep away this heaviness and haze
There’s comfort in the dust hiding me from the debts I owe; a dreamer’s gambling bust
haunting all my days
I can see the sun over the town but I don’t know the way to live and never pay
Still sitting on this trail, half my life’s gone by. The horse has passed away and been eaten up by flies
I can feel the rain, pouring down as a gift from heaven, washing away all of my pain
I’m lost and won’t be found
I used to see the sun over the town…
I can see that sun over the town…
I can see the sun over my town, brother I ain’t going away.
I’m shining bright today.

The Lifetime of a Battery

I’ve liked so many pictures,
smiled below the trending matters,
tagged faces that let me
I’ve photo flipped through a history at home.
I engine search and court by text
like a jpeg jester behind the walls of the web,
a mask of icon and a tongue of keys
I’m the social kind when I’m online
And I’ll be here with you as long as the lifetime of a battery
I’ll try and power through the light of the sun
I will stay in view just as long as you turn me on

The wonders of...

There’s something ‘bout THE WAY YOUR LIFE ACCENTUATES MY SMILE
WHEN I AM HERE AND YOU’RE RIGHT THERE, it’s FOREVER WORTH MY WHILE
THE SUN SHEDS LIGHT WITH ALL ITS MIGHT, YOUR PORTRAIT IN THE GLOW
All the secrets realized, you keep me in the know
Hit me with the wonders of... the birds and bees
Wings oF fire, the buzz of spring, your burning love
Give me all you’ve got ‘cause I Can never get enough
There are many wordless ways you speak inside my mind
A single stare aimed right at me, holds reason in a rhyme
And when your voice is lifted up for all the world to hear
I lose my sense of time and place, hours turn to years
Hit me with the wonders of... the birds and bees
Wings oF fire, the buzz of spring, your burning love
Give me all you’ve got ‘cause I Can never get enough
There’s nothing but momentum since our moment first begun
while Others have a winter stay that can never be undone
Life for me remains the same, all flowers still in bloom
I’ve no need for season’s change
My time is set on you
Hit me with the wonders of... the birds and bees
Wings oF fire, the buzz of spring, your burning love
Give me all you’ve got 'cause I Can never get enough

Killing Time

I’m done, no second look string in and pull. She’s a born again, with eyes just like a seagull’s
On the shore, I cried ooooooo-ahh.
She pecked to find proof of a flock- fit fool with a crossed up heart
And I’m fine with beating round bushes awhile
But this is killing time
mmmmm, Killing time.
How they fall, those who are called to the feet of the Son
Faithful believers, their guilt o how it weighs on ‘em
Please someone tell ‘em that no lightning will strike their room!
Even Christ gave into the thrill of the mount and got laid in the tomb
And I’m fine with believing in god and design
But this is killing time
Beating round bushes on fire
And killing time.
And I’m fine with believing in god and design
But this is killing time
Oooooo, Killing time….

To Catch a Firefly

A rhythm that can tap its way into my heart
with a breath it can spin your world into my eyes,
could turn one’s thoughts to thinking the stars are fireflies
In silence, it extends a hand to a perfect match
The hours they have no regrets but are freed of time
to catch a moment would be to catch a firefly
Simple as it seems, you’re only in my dreams
The nearness of you, o why must it be far away
My love, it grows greater as time goes by
To catch a moment would be to catch a firefly
Simple as it seems, you’re only in my dreams

